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Please read this operating manual carefully before operating the unit ……
The figures in this manual may be different with the material objects,
please refer to the material objects for reference.

Function
Introduction
Autumn

Spring
Room
temp.

Summer

Winter

Wind
direction

Window type room air conditioners can regulate the room
temperature and dry the room. It is convenient for your work,study
and life. It can be widely used in residence, shop, hotel, office, library
and laboratory, and so on.

Dehumidifying in rainy or
humid season

Cooling in summer

Without reducing the room temp., air conditioner
can dehumidify and make the room air dry and
comfortable.

In hot summer, Air conditioner can cool down
the room air by transferring heat out.

Dry

Heating in winter

Exchange fresh air

(Only for heat unit)
In cold winter, Air conditioner can heat up room air.

Open storm door to keep the fresh air in the room.

Fresh Air
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Operating Condition
Please operate air conditioner in the correct conditions as following.

COOL mode operation

DRY mode operation

Outdoor temperature should be in range of 18
to 43 , otherwise it is possible for air conditioner
to breakdown.
Room humidity should be lower than 90%.
Otherwise, it is possible for air conditioner to dew
at air conditioner surface and even drop water after running for so much time. But this is normal.

Outdoor temperature should be in range of 18 to 43 ,
otherwise it is possible for air conditioner to breakdown.

Power requirement
Rated voltage and voltage range: 230V

10%

The electric components will be damaged when the voltage is too high.
If the voltage is too low, the compressor will vibrate violently to damage the refrigerant system and easily cause the compressor and electric components not work.
The ground must be connected.
Special socket must be used. Furthermore, the socket and wiring
must conform to the wiring regulations. And the earthing method
must be reliable.
In fixed circuit, there must be electricity leakage protection switch
of enough power capacity and air switch with enough space.

Earth wire

To ensure the reliable earthing, please do not connect earth wire to the following places:

Water pipe
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Installation
Installation precaution:
Window type conditioner is so valuable and the improper installation of it will cause a lot of damage! Please associate the professional technician to install the unit and don’t install it by yourself.
Otherwise, we are not responsible for the damage like this.

Location:
The condensation water must be drained away conveniently.
Install air conditioner unit far away from TV set or radio
etc. to avoid disturbing video or voice.
In salt and coastal area or place where is near thermal springs
and polluted by sulphurous gas, or other special areas, please
contact the seller before use.
Avoid a place where is possible for inflammable gas to leak out.

Avoid other heat sources or direct sun light.
Avoid a place where is easy for children to touch.
Don't use the unit in the immediate surrondings of
a laundry,a bath,a shower or a swimming pool.
For window type air conditioner with remote
control, install in a location where is strong electromagnetic disturbance, you should contact the
seller in advance to avoid the malfunction in use.

How to install:
Choose a location where there are no any obstacle surrounding
the unit, and the plug is accessible.
Prepare the installation hole slightly bigger than unit size.
Choose the installation space according to the following diagram.

The indoor distance from obstructions should be 300mm (above), 1500mm (below),
500mm (left), 500mm (right) and 1500mm (front).
The outdoor distance from obstructions should be over 150mm (above, left, right)
and over 500mm (back). Please refer to the drawing below.
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Installation procedure:
Horizontal line
1) Remove the sticker from the front panel.
2) Put the unit into the installation hole.
When installing the unit, it should be slanted
down to the back to avoid the enlargement of
noise or vibration. (Slant between 6-10mm.)
(Shown at right figure.)
The installation place should be strong enough
to avoid the enlargement of noise or vibration.
3) Fill up sews in the cabinet with sponge or foam.

Wall
Sunshade board

Installation assistance:
Use iron support
The installation hole should be strong enough to
support the air conditioner. If it cannot, iron support has to be used outdoors.
Iron support should be fixed on the building (Shown

Wooden frame

Rubber plate

Support

at right figure.)
Use sunshade board
Air conditioner should avoid anything to be dropped

Horizontal line

into it and avoid direct sunshine. If there is no cover
on it, you should contact the seller for installing
the sunshade board. When installing the sunshade
board, don’t let it block the air inlet at the side grille.
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Drain water for one style:
To get the maximum cooling efficiency,the air conditioner is designed to splash the condensate on the
condenser coil.
If the splashing sound annoys you, you can provide an outside drain by using the following procedure,
which may however cause a small loss of performance.
1.There is a drainage outlet at the back of the unit.
2.Remove cover from the drainage outlet , and then connect drainage joint to it with screw.
3.Connect the drain hose to the outlet.
Note:
Drain hose or tubing can be purchased locally
to satisfy your particular needs.

Remove
Drainage outlet
Cover

Washer
Install
Drainage joint

Drain water for another style:
To get the maximum cooling efficiency, the air conditioner is designed to splash the condensation water on the
condenser coil.
To the cooling only unit,If the splashing sound annoys you, you can provide an outside drain by using the follo
-wing procedure, whichmay however cause a small loss of performance.
1. Slide out the chassis from the cabinet.
2. Remove the rubber plug from the body base plate.
3. Install the drain pan to the corner of the cabinet with 2 screws.
4. Connect the drain hose to the outlet on the drain pan bottom.
5. Slide the chassis into its original place in the cabinet.

Note:
Drain pan and drain hose must be installed before using reverse cycle models.

Drain hose or tubing can be purchased locally to satisfy your particular needs.
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Notes for installation
Remove
Before removing air conditioner to the other place, you should
contact the seller firstly.
Then it must be done under the direction of the professional
technician. In addition, the charge of this must be paid.

Noise
Install in a location where is firm enough to avoid the enlargement of noise
and vibration.
Don’t put anything in front of the outlet of outdoor unit to avoid increasing
noise.
Be sure that hot air or noise will not inconvenience neighbors.
Please contact the seller as soon as there is strange noise during operation.
Please use the safety support.

Electric wiring
Must connect with ground reliably.
The exclusive circuit must be used. But removable socket can’t be used because poor
contact of it can cause over heat or fire.
Don’t pull the power cord strongly.
In fixed circuit, there must be electricity leakage protection switch and leakage current
is less than 30mA.
Connecting method between air conditioners and power cord and interconnecting method
of each individual element with one another should accord with wiring diagram on the unit.
The air conditioner should be installed in accordance with national wiring regulation.
An all-pole disconnection switch having a contact separation of at least 3mm in all poles
should be connected in fixed wiring

Air switch (thermal-magnetic breaker) should be installed in the circuit.
If the supply cord is damaged,it must be replaced by the manufacturer or your dealer
or a qualified person to avoid a hazard.
All The dectrical work must be done according to the local wiring regulations.
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Parts identification
Mechanical Model
Panel outlook picture, just for reference, please take the real unit as standard.
Cabinet

Air inlet louver

Front grille

Front intake grille
Air filter
(behind the front intake grille)

Control panel

Remote Control Model
Panel outlook picture, just for reference, please take the real unit as standard.
Cabinet

Air inlet louver

Front grille

Front intake grille
Air filter
(behind the front intake grille)

Remote control panel

Air direction adjustment
Vertical airflow direction vane
(Airflow direction adjustment up and down).
The vertical airflow direction vane is controlled by
positioning the vane to discharge the air upwards,
downwards or straight out.
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Main switch operation procedure (Applicable to Mechanical Models ONLY)

1.Main Control Knob
Set to Low Cool,Med Cool or High Cool as desired (FAN setting operates the fan only.)
CAUTION:If the main control knob is turned off changed to a fan setting from a cooling operation setting,
WAIT at teast 3 minutes before resetting to cooling operation.
2.Thermostat control Knob
Set the thermostat control knob to your desired setting(Usually 6-7 is recommended). If the room temperature is
not as desired after a reasonable period, turn the thermostat.When the thermostat control knob is set to 10, moisture
may freeze onto evaporator fins and turn the thermostat control knob counter clockwise. This will quickly defrost the
evaporator fins so that mormal cooling can be resumed.

3. Air Swing Switch
(Airflow direction adjustment Side-to Side)
To obtain a fix airflow direction, set the air swing switch to “ON” for the vanes to swing
from side to side until the desired flow direction is reached, then switch it to “OFF”.
For continuous side-to-side air circulation, set the air swing switch to “ON”.
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Operation of wireless remote control (Applicable to Remote Control Models ONLY)
Name and function of wireless remote control
Note:
Besure that there are no obstructions between receiver and remote controoler; Don't
drop or throw the remote control; Don't let any liquid in the remote control and
put the remote control directly under the sunlight or any place where is very hot.
SLEEP

Signal transmitter

SLEEP button
Press this button, Sleep On and Sleep
Off can be selected. After powered on, Sleep
Off is defaulted. After the unit is turned
off, the Sleep function is canceled. After
Sleep function set up, the signal of Sleep
will display. In this mode, the time of timer
can be adjusted. Under Fan and Auto
modes, this function is not available.

FAN

FAN button
Press this button, Auto, Low, Middle, High
speed can be circularly selected. After
powered on, Auto fan speed is default.
Under DRY mode, Low fan speed only
can be set up.

Remote control

Low fan

Middle fan

High fan

AUTO

ON/OFF

AUTO button

ON/OFF button

Press this button to active the "AUTO"
function and the unit will be running
according to room temperature.

Press this button, the unit will be turned
on, press it once more, the unit will be
turned off. Sleep function will be canceled,
while unit off.

CLOCK

CLOCK button

MODE

MODE button

Press this button, the clock can be set up,
signal
blink and display.Within 5
seconds, the value can be adjusted by
pressing + or - button, if continuously
press this button for 2 seconds above,
in every 0.5 seconds, the value on ten place
of Minute will be increased 1.During blinking,
repress the Clock button or Confirm button,
signal
will be constantly displayed and
it denotes the setting succeeded. After
powered on, 12:00 is defaulted to display
and signal
will be displayed. If there is
signal be displayed that denotes the
current time value is Clock value, otherwise
is Timer value.

Press this button, Auto, Cool,Dry, Fan,
Heat mode can be selected circularly.
Auto mode is default while power on.
Under Auto mode, the temperature will not
be displayed; Under Heat mode, the
o
initial value is 28 ( 82 F); Under other
modes, the initial value is 25

o
( 77 F).

AUTO
COOL
DRY
FAN
HEAT
(only for cooling and heating unit
As for cooling only unit, it won’t
have any action when it receives
the signal of heating operation.)
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Name and function of wireless remote control
Note:

This wireless remote control is universal, andit could be used for many
units, some buttons of this control which are not available to this unit will
not be described below.
+

Presetting temperature can be increased.
Press this button, the temperature can be
set up, continuously press this button
and hold for two seconds, the relative
contents can quickly change, until unhold
this button and send the order that the
R
) signal will be displayed all the time.
The temperature adjustment is unavailable under the Auto mode, but the order
can be sent if pressing this button.
Temperature of Celsius degree setting:
16-30; for Fahrenheit degree setting:
61-86.

Remote control
-

ENERGY
SAVER

- button
Presetting temperature can be decreased.
Press this button, the temperature can be
set up, continuously press this button
and hold for two seconds, the relative
contents can quickly change, until unhold
this button and send the order that the
R
) signal will be displayed all the time.
The temperature adjustment is unavailable under the Auto mode, but the order
can be sent by if pressing this button.

ENERGY SAVER button
Under the Cool and Dry mode, press this
button once, the unit will enter "energy
saver" mode. Repress this button, the
unit will exit "energy saver" mode.

FAST
COOL

+ button

LIGHT

LIGHT button
FAST COOL button

Press this button at unit On or Off status,
Light On and Light Off can be set up.
After powered on, Light On is defaulted.

Press the "FAST COOL" button to active
the Fast Cool feature. When Fast Cool is
activated, the air conditioner will
automatically run at the highest fan speed
with the set temperature of 16ºC.
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Name and function of wireless remote control
Note:
This wireless remote control is universal, and it could be used for many units, some
buttons of this control which are not available to this unit will not be described below.
TIMER ON

TIMER ON BUTTON
At unit off, press Timer On button,
"HOUR ON" will blink and display, signal
will be concealed, in the timer on
setting. During 5 seconds blinking, the value
can be adjusted by pressing + or - button,
every press of this button, 0.5 hour will
be increased or decreased, but continuously press the + or - button, 2 seconds
later, the value will be changed quickly,
0.5 hour will be increased in every 0.25
second automatically by the remote controller.
During blinking, press the Timer On button
to confirm the time. After Timer On set up,
when repressing the Timer On button, the
Timer On setting will be canceled. After
powered on, no Timer is defaulted, signal
"HOUR ON (OFF)" will not display, and only
the clock is displayed. After the timer
reached, the relative contents with Timer
will conceal. Before setting the Tmer,
please adsult the clock to the current
actual time.

Remote control

SWING

TIMER OFF

SWING BUTTON

TIMER OFF BUTTON

When it is pressed, the louvers start to

At unit on, press Timer Off button to enter

rotate automatically and stop when

into Timer Off setting.The method of

repressed.

setting is the same as for TIMER ON.
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Guide for operation- general operation
1. After powered on, press ON/OFF button, the unit will start to run. (Note: When
it is powered on the guide louver of main unit will close automatically.)

2. Press MODE button, select desired running mode.
3. Pressing +or - button, to set the desired temperature (It is unnecessary
to set the temp. at AUTO mode.)
4. Pressing FAN button, set fan speed, can select AUTO FAN, LOW, MID
and HIGH.
5. Pressing SWING button, to select the swing.

Guide for operation- Optional operation
1. Press SLEEP button, to set sleep.
2. Press TIMER ON and TIMER OFF button, can set the scheduled timer on

or timer off.
3. Press LIGHT button, to control the on and off of the displaying part of the
unit (This function ay be not available for some units).
4. Press ENERGY SAVER button, can realize the ON and OFF of

ENERGY SAVER function.

Introduction for special function
About AUTO RUN
When AUTO RUN mode is selected, the setting temperature will not be displayed on the
LCD, the unit will be in accordance with the room temp. automatically to select the suitable
running method and to make ambient comfortable.

About lock
Press +and - buttons simultaneously to lock or unlock the keyboard. If the remote controller
is locked, the icon
will be displayed on it, in which case, press any button, the mark will
flicker for three times. If the keyboard is unlocked, the mark will disappear.
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About switch between Fahrenheit and Centigrade
Under status of unit off, press MODE and - buttons simultaneously to switch

and

.

Changing batteries and notices
1. Slightly to press the place with

, along the arrowhead direction to push the back cover of wireless

remote control. (As show in figure)

2. Take out the old batteries. (As show in figure)
3. Insert two new AAA1.5V dry batteries, and pay attention to the polarity.
(As show in figure)

4. Attach the back cover of wireless remote control. (As show in figure)
NOTE:
When changing the batteries, do not use the old or different batteries,
otherwise, it can cause the malfunction of the wireless remote control.
If the wireless remote control will not be used for a long time, please
take them out, and don't let the leakage liquid damage the wireless
remote control.
The operation should be in its receiving range.
It should be placed at where is 1m away from the TV set or stereo sound sets.
If the wireless remote control can not operate normally, please take them out,
after 30s later and reinsert, if they cannot normally run, please change them.
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Sketch map for
changing batteries

Remote control panel
Note:

If wireless remote controller is lost, open the surface panel and operate manually.
2
WIRELESS
Remote control

T IME R

A IR SWING

4

5
1

OFF/ON

T E MP/T IME R

4

FA N SPE E D

3

hr

6

COOL

HIGH
MODE

FA N

1

2

L OW

POWER BUTTON
Operation starts when pressing this button, and stops
when pressing this button again.
SWING BUTTON
Activate the automatic air swing function.

3

FAN SPEED BUTTON
Select the fan speed HIGH and LOW in sequence.
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TEMP/TIMER BUTTON
Press the
keypad to increase the set (operating)
temperature of the unit. and Press the keypad to
decrease the set (operating) temperature of the unit.
The temperature seting range is from16~30
Press the
keypad also to increase the selected time
in 1 hour increments, and Press the
keypad to
decrease the selected time in 1 hour decrements, The
time seting range is from 0~24 hours.
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SIGNAL RECEIVER
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MODE BUTTON
Select the operation mode, COOL and FAN.

VENTILATION LEVER
When the slider at the:

-"OPEN" position, the ventilation door
opens to allow air,smoke or odors to
be expelled from the room.

Ventilation Lever
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When the slider at the:

-"CLOSE" position, the ventilation door
is closed and the air will be circulated
inside the room and conditioned.

Operation Tips
Operation for comfort and economy

Do not overcool the room
temperature. This is not good
for health and wastes electricity.

Keep blind or curtains closed.
Do not let sunshine enter the
room directly when the air con-

Keep the room temp. uniform.
Adjust the vertical and horizontal airflow direction to ensure a

dition is in operation.

uniform temperature in the room.
Air can’t be discharged to the direction of air-in.

Make sure that the doors and windows are tightly closed.Avoid opening doors and windows as much as

Clean the air filter regularly.
Blockages in the air filter reduce dehumidifying effects.

Ventilate the room occasionally.
Since windows are kept closed, it
is a good idea to open them and

possible to keep air conditioning in the
room.

Clean the air filter at least once
every two weeks.

ventilate the room now and then.
When starting the unit, curtains or
windows should be closed to prevent the heat/cool leakage.
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Caution
Operations for safety and health
1) The plug must be accessible after the appliance is positioned.
2) Do not use this appliance in the laundry.
3) If the power cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacture or its service agent in void of hazard.

Do not pull out the power cord.
Damage to the cord may result
in serious electric shocks.

Select the most appropriate
temperature.
Pay attention to adjust the temperature to suit the conditions.
Rooms occupied by infants,the
elderly, or the sick should be kept at
an appropriate temperature.

Do not use the air conditioner
for other purposes except for
cooling the room.
Do not use the air conditioner
for other purposes such as
drying clothes, preserving
foods, or cultivating
vegetables.

Do not use heating apparatuses in
the vicinity.The air conditioner s
plastic parts will melt if exposed to
excessive heat.

Do not block the air intake and
outlet vents
This causes lowered performance and irregular operation.
Do not insert sticks or other
objects into these vents as it is
dangerous to touch the electric
components and the fan.

Avoid exposing the body directly to
a continuous unidirectional air flow
for long periods.
This is not recommended for health
reason.

Always wait
at least 3 minutes

Always wait at least 3 minutes before switching the
air conditioner on again after you have switched it
off during cooling or heating.
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Care and maintenance
Always turn off the air conditioner and main power supply before cleaning to ensure safety.

Cleaning unit
1. Cut power off before cleaning.

Air filter
The air filter behind the intake grille should be washed at least
once every two weeks or as often as it needs cleaning.

Plug out only after
air conditioner
stops at all.

How to clean the air filter:
1. To remove the air intake grille, grasp the tab on the filter and
pull to take out.

2. Use soft cloth when
cleaning cabinet.
If the cabinet is very
dirty, dip cloth into warm
dry
water below 40

Dry the cloth by
hands before
cleaning.

2. Vacuum the filter on the dusty side to remove light dust.

the cloth and then rub off
the dirt.

3. Don’t use gas, benzene, solvent,wash, chemical
solvent, etc. for cleaning.

4. Do not splash water directly into indoor
unit, in which
there are microcomputer and
circuit plate,
they must not be
Accident could
drenched with
happen.
water.

Vacuum cleaner
3. Wash the filter, cleaner side up under gently flowing water
to wash out accumulated dust and lint.

4. If the filter is very dirty, use a mild household detergent in
the wash water.

Let the filter dry thoroughly before reinstalling it.
If. necessary, please ask the professional personnel to
clean it.

* Check if air inlet and outlet of outdoor unit
are blocked or not.

* Check earth wire

Air lock could result
in bad efficiency.

Is it broken
or loose?
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Trouble shooting guide
Please check the following items before asking for repair,it saves your time and
money.

Fault phenomenon

Air conditioner dose not
operate at all.

Trouble-shooting
* Is there a power failure?
* Is the plug out?
* Is power fuse or switch off ?
* Whether the voltage is too high or too low?

* Is air inlet or outlet locking?
* Is there any other heat/cool source in room?
Cool or heat efficiency is

* Are air filters dirty very much?

not good.

* Is indoor fan speed set at LOW?
* Maybe the room is too hot/cool when the unit is
started.

Foggy air
flows out.

The air conditioner operation is noisy.

* At COOL mode operation, sometimes there is foggy
air flowing out of indoor unit, this is because the room
humid air has been cooling rapidly.
* The unit is normal while the indoor outlet is sending
out some odor, because the inlet air may be mixed
with the smell of furniture and smoke.
* For a noise that sounds like water flowing:
This is the sound of freon flowing inside the air conditioner unit.
* For a noise that sounds like a shower:
This is the sound of the dehumidifying water being
processed inside the air conditioner unit.

It seems that condensation is leaking from air conditioner.

Air conditioner dose not operate for about 3 minutes when
restart.

* Condensation occurs when the airflow from the air
conditioner cools the warm room air.
* This is to protect the mechanism.
* Wait about three minutes and operation will begin.
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Immediately stop all operations and plug out, please contact your dealer
in the following situations.
*Operation starts or stops abnormally;
*Power fuse or switch often breaks;
*Carelessly splash water or something into air conditioner;
*Electrical lines are much hot or lines cover breaks;
*Other strange situations.

After service
If your air conditioner has the questions of quality or anything else, please contact
the service center of Zanussi.
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⅒ۦᾎᓴ䴷Ү⩗ᄷ⩗ᤁᏖȡकๅ喌ᤁᏖѷ㌉ᓴ䴷さषѷ㌉
㺾Һ喌̓ᣔ∄ᓴ䴷Ⴘڗञ䲏ȡ
䰪䌞͜喌ᓴ䴷Ⴘ㸌䰪䛾ٴ䋢⮳䰪Ԍ䂦䪺䬋⾩䫂ٴ
䋢⮳⾩⅒䪺䬋ȡ

㌉

◩εⷩԌञ䲏ᣔ喌ܶᄶ㌉䕒ᣔݟД̺Ѽ㒝̹喚

Ⅳバ

2

Ⴘ㸌
Ⴘ㸌∗ݼᘾκ䴴喚
⿆ऒᐾ⅒ۦᾎࡰܵ䇣䛼喌̼ₒⷩ⮳Ⴘ㸌ᄶ䕏䛼ญ喁
㿺㖞㊐ᄷẜឯጔႸ㸌⅒ۦᾎ喌ܶ㜙㵻Ⴘ㸌ȡᝀՀᄼ⩠ₓ
ᄽ㜣⮳ญᖄ̼䇏䇛ȡ

Ѽ㒝喚
ᝯѼ㒝ᓴ䴷㘬๏Ӯᣁ܌ܩ㉿Ⅳȡ

䖮ټ䲏䔀ڥЅ⛠⎿आ๙䮬Ⱓᄳȡ

ᄶ⅒ۦᾎႸ㸌䖏䰑䰪㻅ᾎᝅ♐㌉䰪㸌㒝へ䰪⮳
喌ДټᎡᨭᒠᝅ㖡䴢ȡ

䖮ټႸ㸌〔ځञ㼧ࣹ⮳ȡ

้厬⇮⊦Ƞ䲏䔀⏚⇸आ⅒⸩ݟ倃←ᴂ⮳
ᝅڥЅ➨₹എႸ㸌᭱喌Ү⩗ݼ㿺㖞㊐䟦ੵȡ

㠔䭳፥䖈ᣖ⮳⿆ऒᐾ⅒ۦᾎႸ㸌ᑦߊ䰪ⷰᎡ
ᨭ⮳喌ᛸ䴿ٷ㖞㊐䟦ੵ喌ДټҮ⩗᭱⮫⩎
ᩴ䯋ȡ

䖮ټႸ㸌ञ㘬ᭂ⛲⅒倃≘⮳ȡ

ܶ䇫䔀≆㶒ᝮȠ⊣㑧ᝅ∢⮳Ѽ㒝Ү⩗⅒ۦᾎȡ

ັ҄Ⴘ㸌ń
䖧᧶গ఼⇁䯋⹈➘̓䭳䔀㽜ᤁ䵜⮳Ѽ㒝ȡ
⏅̯Ժᅩᄧ℃⅒ۦᾎ⼼๖⮳Ⴘ㸌ႃȡ
䖤⚖̺䖧᧶Ⴘ㸌⾩䫂ȡ

⅒ۦᾎდږ䘗ܵ㜶䯋⹈➘ͺ䫂⮳䌌䰑喌ᛸ◩ℚㆢ喈䴱䘗喉Ƞℚㆢ喈
Ꮔ䘗喉Ƞℚㆢ喈ጕ֣喉Ƞℚㆢ喈ढ֣喉Ƞℚㆢ喈ₒ䲑喉ȡ
⅒ۦᾎდๅ䘗ܵ㜶䯋⹈➘ͺ䫂⮳䌌䰑喌ݶᛸ◩ℚㆢ喈䴱䘗Ƞጕ֣Ƞढ֣
喉ࣹℚㆢ喈㗻䲑喉ȡ㿺ࣲ䫠Д̺ȡ

Ԟ㻅

֣㻅
㆛〵ᝅ䶍ѫ➘

❵

๖PP
๖PP
๖

๖

PP

PP

❵
๖
PP
ᄾ
PP
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Ⴘ㸌ₔ侎喚
ⅣᎢ㌉
 अ̺ݼ䲑Ხ̹⮳䇫㉈ȡ
 ᄶ⅒ۦᾎᩭڔႸ㸌ႃ͜ȡ
Ⴘ㸌⅒ۦᾎ᭱ᛸ⼼ᓝीᒻ̺᫋喌ДټҮங䴢
๖ᝅ䰶ࠄȡ喈᫋~ℚㆢȡ喉
喈ັढᝯȡ喉
Ⴘ㸌Ѽ㒝ᛸ䋢๏ഴ喌ДټҮங䴢๖ᝅ䰶ࠄȡ
 ⩗⊦㋮ᝅ⮫∐᱿᫈කᾎ⃫㜶Ⴘ㸌ႃږͺ䫂⮳㍚
䯈ȡ

❵
䖝䮬Ხ
᱗ᵵ

Ⴘ㸌䑃ߘᣙ喚

ᾐ㛏Ხ
Ү⩗䥤ᩞ᳥
Ⴘ㸌ႃᓴ䴷䋢Дឮआ⅒ۦᾎ⮳䛼䛾喌ॕݶდๅᛸႸ㸌
䥤ᩞ᳥ȡ
䥤ᩞ᳥ᛸᐩヸ➘̹喈ັढᝯ喉ȡ
Ү⩗䖝䮬Ხ

ᩞ᳥

ᛸ䖮ټЪ҄➘倃ᢸ⅒ۦڔᾎ͜喌͕䖮ټआݟ䮬Ⱓٸᄳȡ
ັ⅒ۦᾎ̹⇁䖝㧺喌ᛸ㖞㊐䟦ੵႸ㸌䖝䮬Ხȡ
Ⴘ㸌᭱ᛸ䖮ټ䭪᧺֣䲑ᵫᴤ̹⮳䷗ڔऒȡ

ⅣᎢ㌉

4

せ̯⽝ᣁⅣᐾ喚
◩ε⢡ᓆᰯ๖㸬ۦ᩷⢶喌⅒ۦᾎጡ㽜㼷◩ᄶ܌㉿Ⅳ␣Ⱃ܌ۦڔバږȡ
ັ␣Ⅳ㖡ᄼᗗ䕏టᨭ喌ᗗञД䖤⚖Д̺ₔ侎Ⴘ㸌ๅ䘗ᣁⅣバ喌ѵₓ㜸ञ㘬ᰲҮ⅒ۦᾎ⮳᩷㘬
⼼ᓝ̺䭼ȡ
⅒ۦᾎ㗻䲑̯ԺᣁⅣऒȡ
ᄶᣁⅣऒ⮳㧺ၿअ̺喌♥ᒻ⩗㳩㊡ᄶڥ㜶ᣁⅣᣔ䵜䕒ᣔȡ
ᄶᣁⅣバ㜶ᣁⅣऒ䕒ᣔȡ
㽪喚
ᗗञᵨᨉ㜙ጠ⮳➨䰯㺰喌ᱛ䈫䇦ᣁⅣバᝅસバȡ

៵䮓
ᣁⅣऒ
㧺ၿ

ඹష
㸌̹
ᣁⅣᣔ䵜

क̯⽝ᣁⅣᐾ喚
◩ε⢡ᓆᰯ๖㸬ۦ᩷⢶喌⅒ۦᾎጡ㽜㼷◩ᄶ܌㉿Ⅳ␣Ⱃ܌ۦڔバږȡ
ᄼङ㸬ۦ㮎㔻㼯喌ັ␣Ⅳ㖡ᄼᗗ䕏టᨭ喌ᗗञД䖤⚖Д̺ₔ侎Ⴘ㸌ๅ䘗ᣁⅣバ喌ѵₓ㜸ञ
㘬ᰲҮ⅒ۦᾎ⮳᩷㘬⼼ᓝ̺䭼ȡ
ᄶᾎⰓᓍᾎ⃫͜␀ܩȡ
ᓍᾎ䏚ᏄᲮ̹अ̺ᾐ㛏ඍȡ
Ү⩗䵵㳩㊡ᄶᣁⅣⰓႸ㸌ݟᾎ⃫⮳̯㼁ȡ
ᄶᣁⅣバ䕒ᣔݟᣁⅣⰓᏄ䘗⮳ܩऒ̹ȡ
ᄶᾎⰓᣗᾎ⃫͜⮳࣎ҵѼ㒝ȡ

㳩㊡

ᣁⅣバ
ᣁⅣⰓ
ږ䘗㻅

ๅ䘗㻅

㽪喚
Ү⩗䔵ᓙ⧟㮎ͺݼ喌ᓴ䴷ٷႸ㸌ᣁⅣⰓᣁⅣバȡ
ᗗञᵨᨉ㜙ጠ⮳➨䰯㺰喌ᱛ䈫䇦ᣁⅣバᝅસバȡ
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Ⴘ㸌∗ᘾκ䴴
៵䮓
ᄶ⅒ۦᾎᥛ䕺㜢ڥЅͺݼ喌ᛸٷ㖞㊐䟦ੵȡ
♥ᒻ喌⅒ۦᾎᓴ䴷ᄷẜឯጔ⮳ᠶᄽ̺ᥛ䕺ȡₓ䴴᰼ࠈ䴷㎢ЇⰧ
䬋䇪⩗ȡ

ங䴢
⅒ۦᾎᛸႸ㸌䋢๏ഴ⮳喌Дټ๖ங䴢䰶ࠄȡ
ܶდๅᾎ⮳䷗ܩऒݼ䲑ᩭ㒝Ъ҄➘倃喌Дټ๖ங䴢ȡ
ⷩԌ⛠⅒ᝅங䴢̼ᰲᄼ䙟ᅴ䕏̼Ӯȡ
ັ䕺ҋ᭱ᕙ⪟⮳ங䴢喌㿺⿺ࢢ㖞㊐䟦ੵȡ
㿺Ү⩗Ⴘڗᩞ᳥ȡ

ѷ㌉
ᓴ䴷ञ䲏ᣔȡ
ᓴ䴷Ү⩗ᄷ⩗䰪䌞ȡ̼ᓆҮ⩗ञ៵ᐾᤁᏖ喌ఏ◩ₓ䶍ᤁᏖ㠔㜶ᤁ䵜ᣔ㼧̼㞞喌ञ
㘬ᄽ㜣䕽⛠ᝅ▚▬ȡ
ܶ⩗ߊ៸ឞ䰪⎿㌉ȡ
䰪䌞͜ᓴ䴷Ⴘ㸌䰪Ԍ䂦䪺䬋喌̓䰪䰪≰ᛸᄾP$ȡ
⅒ۦᾎ㜶䰪⎿㌉⮳䕒ᣔ∄喌Дࣹ⽝ژ⢗⿺㉳Хͺ䫂⮳䕒ᣔ∄喌䘬ᛸさष⅒ۦ
ᾎ̹⮳ѷ㌉ȡ
⅒ۦᾎᛸ䖤⚖ᱛѷ㌉㺾ҺႸ㸌ȡ
⮳ѷ㌉͜喌ᛸ䕒ᣔ̯Ժᝯ䰪Ấͺ䫂ᰯᅀℚㆢᣔ名䫂䯃⮳ڗẤ䰪
䪺䬋ȡ
䰪䌞͜ᛸႸ㸌⾩⅒䪺䬋喈⛠ⷰ䌞喉ȡ
ັ䰪⎿㌉ญ喌ᓴ䴷⩠㸬䕏ੵȠ㋂䟦ੵᝅष䇶ᵫ⮳ϩਐηДᰣᤊ喌Дࢠ⩎⮫ټ
䯙ȡ
ᝯ䰪ߊጔ⼺䘬ᓴ䴷䖤⚖ᱛѷ㌉㺾ҺႻȡ
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ͪ㺰䪺䬋᧼ҋₔ侎喈ङ䖘⩗ᾎᷟᐾ㮎喉
喈ѽ䕎㸬ۦ喉
喈ᕵ⏚喉
喈㸬
ۦ喉

喈䔰䷗喉

喈䬋喉

喈͜䕎㸬ۦ喉

喈倇䕎㸬ۦ喉

ͪᣖݥ䝄
ᵨᨉ䰯㺰喌㽜◩Ȫ/RZ&RROȫ喈ѽ䕎㸬ۦ喉ȠȪ0HG&RROȫ喈͜䕎㸬ۦ喉ᝅȪ+LJK&RROȫ喈倇䕎㸬ۦ喉
Ѽ㒝ȡ喈㽜◩Ȫ)$1ȫ喈䔰䷗喉᭱ङᰲ䔰䷗喌͕̼㸬ۦȡ喉
∗ᘾ喚ͪᣖݥ䝄䑸ࠄ㜢Ȫ2))ȫ喈䬋喉Ѽ㒝喌ᝅ㔴ᓍ㸬ۦ䕺ҋ㽜䂹ᰣ◩䔰䷗㽜ᒻ喌
ັ䰯䛼㽜◩㸬ۦ䕺ҋ喌㿺ٷへՈᰯᅀܵ䥇ȡ
ᕵ⏚ᣖݥ䝄
ᵨᨉ䰯㺰喌㽜ᄶᕵ⏚ᣖݥ䝄䑸ࠄ㜢ᝯ䰯㽜喈䕉፧ᐩ䂟㽜◩~ 喉ȡັ㋂䕽̯⃤᭱䫂ᒻდ⏚ϼ᱙
䖃ݟ䴿ᱎ喌㿺⁐ڼ䑸ࠄᕵ⏚ᣖݥ䝄ȡᕵ⏚ᣖݥ䝄㽜◩᭱喌┄⅒ञ㘬ᰲۼ㉿㧧⮫᪒⛠❶̹ȡ
ₓ᭱Д䔵᭱䜌䑸ࠄᕵ⏚ᣖݥ䝄喌ञᔚ䕎࣪䮓㧧⮫᪒⛠❶̹⮳܌㉿喌ᓍ㔻ᖑᓘₒ፧㸬ۦȡ

ᢲ䷗䪺䬋喈ጕढ䷗ी㿮ワ喉
㠔㺰䷗ी喌㿺ᄶᢲ䷗䪺䬋㽜◩Ȫ21ȫ喈䪺喉喌Ү㥸❶ᓍ̯䖹ᨩࠄݟक̯
䖹ȡݟ䖃ᝯ䰯䷗ीѼ㒝᭱喌ᄶₓᠸ䝄ܶᤊ◩Ȫ2))ȫ喈䬋喉ȡ
ັ䰯ᠰ㎻ҋጕढ⾩⅒ᓙ⧟喌㿺ᄶᢲ䷗䪺䬋㽜◩Ȫ21ȫ喈䪺喉ȡ
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(SLEEP)

(FAN)
(ON/OFF)

(MODE)

自動

㠚अ᤹䡅 (AUTO)
᤹↔᤹䡅ஏअ㠚अ⁑ᔿˈಘሷṩᬊᇔޗ
ⓛᓖ䚨៹⁑ᔿ䙻㹼Ǆ

(CLOCK)

“

9

”

:
2

(ENERGY SAVER)
“
“

快速
製冷

”

”

(LIGHT)

ᘛ䙏㼭ߧ᤹䡅
(FAST COOL)
᤹↔᤹䡅ஏअᘛ䙏㼭ߧ⁑ᔿǄ൘↔⁑ᔿлˈ
ಘሷԕᴰ儈Ⲵ付ᡷ䕹䙏㠷&Ⲵ䁝ᇊⓛ
ᓖ㠚अ䙻㹼Ǆ
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䕺ҋ
㝁䖘㋂┎⮳䕺ҋ

.

ܶᄶდ⏚㿮ᓆ䕽ѽȡ
ॕݶञ㘬ᰲᒠ䴮֔Ꮶ喌㔻̓
⊙䇪䰪ߊȡ

⮭㥸⿆ᝅ⿆ㅭᛸԌᠰ䬋䪸ȡ
⅒ۦᾎ䕺ҋᱎ䫂喌㿺䖮ټ䃂
䮬Ⱓٸᣔᄳ䕡დږȡ

დ⏚ᛸԌᠰ㶐ȡ
㿮ワಱⰣⅣᎢ䷗ी喌ДⷩԌ
დ⏚ږᏕ㶐ȡᣁ⅒ी̼ᓆ
ᄼ㦆䷗ڔीȡ

ⷩԌጡ䬋㋹䪯⿆ȡ
㿺ه䛾䖮ټគ䪺䪯⿆喌Дټ
≰ጡ㿮ワ⏚Ꮥ⮳⾩⅒ȡ

ᱎ⌴⒃䯃ඤ㋡ȡ
䯃ඤ㋡ඍᰲ䭼ѽ┄᩷
ȡ䯃ᆓ㋡ᛸᰯᅀژ䕠⌴⒃
̯⁐ȡ

ᛸ֥❭◩ᝮ䫂䕉䷗ȡ
⩠⿆ᝥԌᠰ䬋䪸喌ᛸ̼᭱គ
䪺⿆ᝥ䕡㵻䕉䷗ȡࠄ⅒ۦᾎ
᭱ᛸ䬋䪸⿆ㅭᝅ⿆ᝥ喌Д䭡ᯅ
⅒≘⅒ۦȡ
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∗ᘾ
Ⴘ֔ڗᏦ⮳䕺ҋ
 ⅒ۦᾎᓴ䴷䭳䔀㽜ᤁ䵜⮳Ѽ㒝ȡ
 ܶ≆㶒ᝮҮ⩗⅒ۦᾎȡ
 ັ䰪⎿㌉ญ喌ᓴ䴷⩠㸬䕏ੵᝅ᰼ࠈВ⤵ηДᰣᤊ喌Дࢠ⩎⮫ټ䯙ȡ

ܶ៸ܩ䰪⎿㌉ȡ
䰪⎿㌉ญ喌ञᄽ㜣䛼㼧
䰪ȡ

䖧᧶ᰯष䖘⮳⏚Ꮥȡ
㿺∗ᘾᵨᨉᄕ䯊ᗴ⇰㿮ワ⏚Ꮥȡ
ၟځȠ䪦㔴ᝅ⫴ϩᅴѾ⮳ᝮ䫂喌
ᛸԌᠰ䖘⪥⮳⏚Ꮥȡ

䮓ε㿮ワდ⏚ږᏕͺๅ喌ܶ
ᄶ⅒ۦᾎ⩗ڥЅ⩗䕃ȡ
ܶᄶ⅒ۦᾎ⩗☇έ㶒᰼
ȠԌႇ与➘ᝅന㗡㩛㤋へڥ
Ѕ⩗䕃ȡ

ܶ⅒ۦᾎ䭳䔀Ү⩗ߏ⛠㸌㒝ȡ
㠔ᯣ䱡䕽⛠⧟͜喌⅒ۦᾎ⮳
㛏䘗Хᄶᰲ⛃ࡅȡ

ܶ䭪᧺䷗ڔऒ䷗ܩऒȡ
ₓ㜸ᰲ䭼ѽᕖ㘬喌͕ᄽ㜣䕺
ҋ⪟፧ȡ
ܶᄶ᷼ḁᝅڥЅ➘倃ᤁڔ
䕉䷗ऒ͜ȡᣔ㼧ݟ䰪㉳Х
䷗ᰲ䲍፧ࢠ䯙ȡ

ᛸ䖮⅒ۦټᾎД̯䷗ीȠ䪦᭱䫂
Ⱓᣔ२ीϩ倃ȡ
ₓ㜸ञ㘬ᰲᒠ䴮䏚倃֔Ꮶȡ

ࠈᓴへՈᰯ
ᅀܵ䥇ȡ

⅒ۦᾎ㸬ۦᝅ㸬⛠ᱎ䫂䬋䪸ᒻ喌㿺ࠈᓴٷへՈᰯᅀ
ܵ䥇喌ڼ䛼ࠄ⅒ۦᾎȡ
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㋜䂦Ԍ丹
◩Ⴘڗ䊦㺺喌䪺⌴⒃ͺݼ喌㿺ࠈᓴٷ䬋䪸⅒ۦᾎ䰪⎿ȡ

⌴⒃⅒ۦᾎ
䯃ඤ㋡

Ƞ⌴⒃ͺܶٷݼ䰪⎿ȡ

䷗ڔᵫᴤᒻ䲑⮳䯃ඤ㋡ᛸᰯᅀژ䕠⌴⒃̯
⁐喌ᝅ㔴ᵨᨉ䰯㺰ηД⌴⒃ȡ

⅒ۦᾎႻڗₑͺᒻ喌
ञ᠃ܩ䰪⎿ᤁ䵜ȡ

ັ҄⌴⒃䯃ඤ㋡喚
ȠែѾ䯃ඤ㋡̹⮳ឹ៸ܩ䯃ඤ㋡喌अ̺ڔ
䷗ᵫᴤȡ

ȠҮ⩗䐎ጲ⌴⒃ᾎ⃫ȡ
ັᾎ⃫䲍፧俞倁喌㿺
ᄶ䐎ጲ⊧ڔe&Д̺
⮳⏚Ⅳ͜喌ᄶڥ᨟έᒻ
ڼᨕ࣪ᾎ⃫̹⮳←ȡ

⌴⒃ͺݼ喌⩗ٷ
䰈᨟έ䐎ጲȡ

Ƞ⩗१ඤᾎ⌴䮓䯃ඤ㋡▟ඤ䐲้⮳̯䲑̹⮳▟ඤȡ

ȠܶҮ⩗⅒倃Ƞ㠞Ƞ⏥߀Ƞ≆⋡ᝅࡅႧ⏥
߀へ⌴⒃⅒ۦᾎȡ

ȠܶᄶⅣⰣᣔ▀დږᾎ̹ȡᾎږᓝ
䰪㚕䰪䌞Ხ喌ఏₓ̼ᓆ㷚Ⅳᐳ┄ȡ

ञ㘬ᰲ⮫⩎ᘾๅ喁

१ඤᾎ

Ƞ⩗≰Ⅳ䑄䑄⇅≆䯃ඤ㋡喈䐲⌴⒃⮳̯䲑̹喉喌
Д⇅࣪⽼㖉⮳▟ඤℊᆀȡ

Ƞັ䯃ඤ㋡䲍፧俞倁喌㿺⇅≆⮳Ⅳ͜ߏڔ
⏚⮳ქ⩗⌴⒃߀ȡ

䯃ඤ㋡έ✔ᒻ喌ᄶڥ㸌ȡ
ັ䰯㺰喌㿺㖞㊐ᄷẜϩบηД⌴⒃ȡ

ῑᴔდๅᾎ⮳䷗ڔऒ䷗ܩऒ᭞ॕ㷚ඍȡ

ῑᴔ㌉ȡ

⾩⅒ඍ喌ञ㘬ᄽ㜣᩷⢶ѽ̺ȡ

᭞ॕญᝅ倵ࠄ喟
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ᩴ䯋ᣁ䮓ᠶࢆ
◩εワⰰᗗ⮳᭱䫂䜀䡑喌㺰ⅱ㋜ԝͺݼ㿺ٷῑᴔД̺䴴Ⱍȡ

ᩴ䯋⤭䆐

ᩴ䯋ᣁ䮓
᭞ॕ䰪ߊᩴ䯋喟

⅒ۦᾎႻ̼ڗ䕺ҋȡ

䰪⎿ᤁ䵜᭞ॕጡ㷚᠃ܩ喟

䬋

Ԍ䯙㊡᭞ॕጡ㷚✁喟䰪⎿᭞ॕጡ㷚ܶ喟
䰪ข᭞ॕ๙倇ᝅ๙ѽ喟

⇁
㸬ۦ

䷗ڔऒ䷗ܩऒ᭞ॕ䖜ඍ喟
დږ᭞ॕڥЅ⛠⎿⎿ۦ喟
䯃ඤ㋡᭞ॕ䲍፧俞倁喟

㸬ۦᝅ㸬⛠᩷⢶̼⤵ᘢȡ

დ䷗ږ䕎᭞ॕ㽜◩Ȫ/2:ȫ喈ѽ䕎喉喟
⅒ۦᾎࠄ᭱დږञ㘬๙䕽▽⛠ᄁۦȡ

㸬ۦὐᐾ䕺ҋ᭱喌᭱ᰲ䱖⅒ᓍდږᾎ͜ᣁ
䱖⅒≰ܩȡ

ܩ喌䕈᭞⩠დ⮳ږ⒝┄⾩⅒䓴䕎ࢪۦᝯ㜣ȡ
დ䷗ܩږऒ⮫ܩᅀ䛾⪟ঢᆛₒ፧⤭䆐喌ఏ◩
१⅒⾩⮳ڔञ㘬⌦⚈ڦב䱖⮳⅒ঢȡ

䶍ѫⅣ≰㖡⮳ங䴢喚
⅒ۦᾎ䕺ҋ᭱ங䴢ȡ

䕈᭞⅒ۦᾎݘⅎ⮳ږᬱ≰ࠄ⮳㖡䴢ȡ
䶍ѫ⋺⊣⮳ங䴢喚
䕈᭞⅒ۦᾎږ㮄⤵┄Ⅳ⮳㖡䴢ȡ

⅒ۦᾎѫͽ≘܌㉿Ⅳȡ

⅒ۦᾎ२≰⅒⮳ܩҮდږ䐲⛠⮳⾩⅒䭼⏚᭱
喌ᅠᰲ ⮫⩎܌㉿⤭䆐ȡ

ₓ㜸Ͳ⩗Ԍ䂦⅒ۦᾎ⮳ᾎᷟ㸌㒝ȡ

䛼ࠄ᭱喌⅒ۦᾎ䲋ₑܵ䥇ᒻ䪺䕺ҋȡ

㿺へՈ㈳ܵ䥇喌䕺ҋ䯗ᒻᄶᰲ䪺ȡ
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